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Please accept the below group submission for consideration in your important work.

We are a group of Canadians who are thankful for CACN's commitment to assess Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) interference efforts with an eye on policy solutions. Many of us are
human rights defenders, community leaders and activists, journalists, and critics of the CCP
regime, and have experienced, witnessed and/or documented instances of CCP interference
here in Canada.

As must always be kept in mind, Chinese Canadians are not a monolithic group and thus hold
differing views on what must be done to stop CCP interference efforts in Canada. In response to
recommendations recently tabled with CACN, we strongly emphasise that new laws and
resources for existing law enforcement bodies—the Canadian Security Intelligence Service,
Royal Canadian Mounted Police and local and regional police departments—must be at the
core and forefront of any formal effort to protect Canadians from CCP or other foreign
interference efforts. Fines, without question, will not be an effective deterrent, and investigative
powers must be involved in order to build evidence against groups that are by nature covert.

The challenge, to quote US expert on CCP intelligence and political interference efforts Peter
Mattis, is to effectively define and counter illegitimate foreign influence without falling victim to
the McCarthyist witch hunts that occurred across the West when Soviet infiltration was
exposed.1

For instance, Australian law enforcement apply a covert, corrupt or coercive assessment to the
new and strengthened laws against foreign interference introduced there in 2018—which, with
only one arrest under these laws to date, have not created a pattern of abuse. As a core
democratic function and to ensure the rights and interests of all Canadians are protected, our
Criminal Code must similarly criminalise interference in political processes and other domestic
affairs, and ensure tougher penalties are in place for the act of providing intelligence to overseas
governments or for acts of industrial or commercial espionage.

In 2018, for instance, we saw Vancouver Police Department and RCMP detachments from
across Greater Vancouver investigate2 an allegation of vote-buying involving a group with

2 https://dailyhive.com/vancouver/vancouver-vote-buying-wechat-app-2018
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inese-coercion-20171206-gzzr4j.html



well-known ties3 to the Chinese Communist Party's political warfare arm, the United Front Work
Department, with no charges laid.4

Concerning the alleged CCP threat5 made in Vancouver in January 2020 against Alliance
Canada Hong Kong executive director Cherie Wong, only greater investigative powers would
have brought justice to those involved in the sophisticated 'The Matrix' type of phone call Ms.
Wong describes. If agents of the CCP are present in Canada and intimidating Canadians, this
behaviour should be treated as the crime that it is.

Similarly, the ongoing investigation into the situation at the National Microbiology Laboratory in
Winnipeg shows us that RCMP and CSIS must be given better powers and more resources to
adequately and promptly investigate potential cases of industrial espionage.

In the United States, earlier this year we saw FBI director Christopher Wray admit the FBI opens
a new investigation into CCP or Chinese government activity every ten hours.6 It simply would
not be fair to expect a comparable effort from a public commission; only a whole-of-government
approach led by law enforcement can begin to handle a threat this complex. Please note that
while the United States' Foreign Agent Registration Act aids in this effort and a similar
mechanism is needed in Canada, the FBI in 2020 established a Foreign Interference Task
Force7 which involves reaching out to targeted communities. All Canadians would benefit from a
similar dedicated task force.

Last week, the US Senate passed a significant 'China' bill with strong bipartisan support that, in
addition to billions of dollars of funding for whole-of-government changes, will examine the
strategies8 Canada and other allies have in place in response to the CCP's growing campaign of
global interference and pursuit of power.

This is an opportunity for Canada to review what has happened and what we have been able to
accomplish. Canadian journalists have published dozens of stories on the CCP’s interference in
Canada. They would not have been possible without dogged investigation, editorial freedom,
and connections with the Chinese Canadian community. A good example of this is the recently
published book Wilful Blindness: How a Network of Narcos, Tycoons and CCP Agents Infiltrated

8 https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/us-china-bill-canada-1.6061718
7 https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/counterintelligence/foreign-influence
6 https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/14/politics/fbi-director-china-investigations-intl-hnk/index.html
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the West9, by one of Canada's leading investigative reporters, Sam Cooper of Global News.
Wilful Blindness demonstrates in exhaustive detail that the CCP directs in part the activities of
fentanyl cartels operating in Canadian casinos and our real estate markets, and that material
overlap exists between those cartels and the CCP's networks of influence and interference in
Canada.

As Mr. Cooper has shown, with sufficient resources CCP networks of influence in Canada can
be mapped out; so too can the corresponding discourse we ourselves see in Chinese-language
media and social media platforms. In fact, much such research has been done by signatories to
this submission.

Just as importantly, all of these cases show the importance of expertise. Canada cannot
adequately protect its people and its political processes without everyone involved having the
knowledge to recognise and respond to criminal activity. We believe that investments in the
China literacy of all levels of government are necessary.

There is an important role for the Canadian public in countering the CCP’s interference in
Canada and intimidation of Canadians. Neither civil society nor the government will be able to
successfully protect our polity without working together across lines that have been
uncomfortable for activists and law enforcement alike.

For your reference, the United Front Work Department, the CCP's political warfare arm, was
formally established in China in 1938 following efforts to build support for the Communist
revolution and again in the Second Sino-Japanese War. The UFWD is an instrument of political
struggle, and it has not deviated from that role except to take on new authorities to support the
CCP’s objectives globally.

In recent years, in order to maintain its profile, the UFWD has publicised occasions when UFWD
officials meet with Chinese community groups and individuals in China or in Canada. Most of
the CCP's patient influence-building activity in Canada has been documented with the
expectation Canada will eventually introduce laws to ban it. We openly welcome CACN's
invitation to present on this material.

Conclusion

Thank you for your time and consideration of this submission. As a closing thought, we echo
former CSIS director Richard Fadden's call10 for bipartisan commitment to effective policy to
protect Canada from CCP threats. Only new and tougher laws that better empower Canada's
law enforcement community to protect us and all Canadians from foreign interference threats
will serve as an effective deterrent.
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https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/canada-china-richard-fadden_ca_5de0236de4b0d50f329f29
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9 https://www.amazon.ca/Wilful-Blindness-network-tycoons-infiltrated/dp/0888903014/
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